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A

note on

mormon americana at yale
JEFFREY R HOLLAND

one of the finest non mormon accumulations of important
balf century of
manuscripts and materials relating to the first half
LDS history is stowed away in the yale university library
while mormon materials have been accruing to yale for years
the heart of this rich selection is a relatively recent gift the
callec
william robertson coe collection one of six private collec
tions1
eions acquired by yale curators over the past two decades to
tions
swell their now highly significant array of western americana
titles
the genesis of the coe collection dates back to 1910 when
mr coe purchased a ranch in wyoming from colonel buffalo
bill cody and began to identify himself with the needs and
interests of wyoming and the west in his work he frequently
cooperated with his friend the right reverend nathaniel S
thomas episcopal bishop of wyoming bishop thomas himself a collector of western books suggested to coe the desirability of the formation of a library of western americana
while early material was still available the suggestion appealed
to coe and shortly thereafter he bought thomas small collection to serve as the nucleus for his own
mormons
As coe acquired utah materials his interest in the cormons
increased and he made every effort to obtain documents from
the new york ohio missouri and illinois periods of the
church s history as well as anything pertaining to the early
mr holland

is a

yale university fellow where he

is a doctoral candidate in

american studies
he other five are henry wagner s texas and middle west collection
the
walter mcclintock s indian collection winlock miller s pacific northwest
collection thomas streeter s texas collection and frederick W beinecke s
california and far west collection
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great basin today at yale there are over nine

hundred mormon entries in the coe collection alone including
rare first editions personal correspondence from joseph brigham and others and a variety of historically invaluable documents such as the bringhurst manuscripts the howard egan
papers the thomas L kane mormon papers etc 2
typical of the many book of mormon items which might
be pertinent to this spring 1970 number of BYU studies is a
letter dated february 12 1830 and sent from one lucius fenn
of covert seneca county new york to one birdseye bronson
of winchester new hampshire massachusetts
after a
rather staid beginning in which fenn notes the health of his
family and their desire for news from winchester he refers
to recent activities in the vicinity trouble caused by the free
masons the importance of the cold sober movement in halting
the spread of intemperance and then notes
som thing that has taken place lately that is
something
there is somthing
mysterious to us it is this there has been a bible found by
3 men but a short distance from us which is somthig remarkable we think there was it is said an an angel appeared to
these 3 men and told them there was a bible concealed in
such a place and if one of them would go to that place he
would find it he went and found as the angel said it was
in a stone chest what is most to be wondered at is this that
the man that found it could not read at all in the english
this bible and nobody else
language but he reald read
cannot it has been concealed there for fourteen hundred years
same
it is written on a kind of gold leaf it is the sa
me that our is
only there is an addition to it they are a printing it in palmyra it is expected that it will come out soon so that we can
see it it speaks of the Millen
niam
rn day and tells when it is
millennium
millenniarn
millenniam
Millennia
a goeing to take place and it talks that the man that is to find
this bible his name as joseph and his fathers name is
joseph some people think that it is all a speculation and
som
some think that something
somthing
thing is going to take place different
from what has been for my part 1I do not know how it
will be but it is som
something
somthing
thing singular to me as it respects
religion there has been considerable of an attention paid to it
this winter between these lakes and there has been considerable many as we humbly hope ha
by the
have
ve been renewed
grace of god there is a general solemnity upon the people
some significant other letters and papers are six letters from william
letter from lucy mack smith one letter from joseph smith from
smith one ietter
the liberty jail sixty letters from brigham young several john C bennett
letters one in which he says he does not really believe all he has printed against
and papers of pickel oliver olney and thomas sharp et al
the church
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generally in these parts and we hope that there will be a
our
ourpouring of the spirit than ever 3
greater outpouring
pouring

A letter such as this written from the immediate neighborhood of the peter whitmer farm where only six months earlier
joseph had been finishing the work of translation would appear
to be of at least passing interest for several reasons it seems
to acknowledge the very early public role of the three witnesses it is indicative of the interest and enthusiasm with which
some new york contemporaries would receive the book of
mormon as it came off the press later that spring and it is
religious climate of northwestern new
socioreligious
suggestive of the socio

york in 1830
while this particular item may not be of profound significance one wonders what other pieces of greater importance
are yet lying in the yale university library or some maiden
aunt s attic in any case there is a good deal of wading and
winnowing yet to be done here and elsewhere by both the
self styled and professional LDS historians
letter has already been published in mortenson and mulder among
cormons new york alfred A knopf 1958
the mormons
his
this
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